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A New Complex Floating-Point Representation
Using Auto- Correlation Algorithm for DSP
Processors
E.Thenmozhi Ramyah, S.Pavithra, V.Prabhakaran
Abstract— Complex number computation is a big deal in mathematical calculations and it is well practiced in all modern processors, as we
all familiar with real and imaginary parts in complex numbers, computation against the real and imaginary parts becomes a difficult task
over a specific inputs. Here a DSP processors is taken for signal manipulation and a new method is introduced which reduces the bits size
for better output. In this paper, a new complex floating point representation for complex numbers is introduced and is compared with IEEE
754 standard and a common DSP fixed point. The resulting system will use fewer bits than IEEE 754, which keeps the dynamic range and
precision. It is also proposed that it has good quantization noise analysis using auto-correlation algorithm. This new algorithm reduces the
former IEEE 754 Single precision representation total bit by 1 bit and also retains variables with a better exponent and mantissa parts.
Index Terms— Complex Float ing Point Algorithmg, DSP Processors, Auto-Correlation, Multiplier

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

T

he digital signal processor is a special type of microprocessor which is shortly called as DSP block and it is particularly designed for Signal Processing. The main aim of
DSP is to measure, manipulate, approximate, filter and compress the continuously varying real-world analog signals. The
analog signals are digitalized by sampling process then all
mathematical manipulation is done. Many general microprocessors also execute digital signal processing algorithms but a
separate DSP processor is designed to make the processing
easier with better power efficiency which makes the more
suitable for many portable devices. All mathematical computation is designed with the help of algorithms which works on
variables. All the fixed numbers and floating numbers are
stimulated for analytical calculation. Generally a DSP processor has a capability to handle a fixed point data and a variable
point data with fixed point architecture and variable point
architecture. There are several aspects are considered for selecting a fixed point or floating point ranging from precision,
range and also characteristics of DSP Processor which is well
suited for cost, speed, and power consumption. Floating point
allows a wide dynamic range automatically whereas fixed
point is limited and requires the user to track the magnitude of
the numbers. The computational range of floating point DSP
greater and that’s the reason for the fixed point DSP processor

is usually less cost with shorter cycle time and less power consumption. There are many ways to improve the floating point
benefits without a heavy cost. A common method used is to
prefix an exponent part on to a vector of real and complex
fixed point variables which performs the arithmetic calculation with complexity close to fixed point complexity. In this
approach the elements in the vector will be at a similar energy
level, if not, grave quantization effects may occur.
Few works are done to improve the dynamic range of
fixed point by implementing “dual-fixed-point” representation, which will adds an exponent of 1 bit to fixed point representation, and some made an attempt to achieve this by “static floating-point” which indicates the values as fractional
parts, similar to mantissa part of floating point representations
which uses static techniques to normalize the values with implicit exponent tracking in software tools.
Many other methods are also introduced to improve
the performance of floating point architecture to achieve
cheaper and faster floating point solutions, by using a internal
representation with redundancy which also simplifies the
hardware modules of by improving the arithmetic module
itself. Complex number computation is the heart of common
signal processing algorithms, where a very complex task can
be completed with an ease in time, all DSP processors inherently support complex number storage and processing. Complex number has a real and imaginary component, where each
component can be expressed in fixed or floating point representation. In this paper a new system is designed for complex
floating point representation and an improved version of
quantization noise analysis using auto-correlation algorithm is
introduced. This representation maintains the dynamic range
and precision of 16-bits IEEE 754 standard floating point representation. First time Xilinx implementation of variable is
done and its footprint is analyzed and compared with 16-bit
IEEE 754.
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1.1 16-bit IEEE 754 Floating Point
It is a binary floating point computer number which uses 16
bits to hold a real part and another 16 bits to hold imaginary
part of complex numbers in IEEE 754-2008 standard. This representation is similar in floating point Processors.

2.2 Floating Point Precision Format

1.2 Basic format for IEEE 754 binary floating-point
This format has a floating point number which has a sign bit (1
bit wide), an exponent (5 bits wide) and an unsigned mantissa
(10 bits wide), although mantissa is 10bits wide it has 11-bit
precision. If the mantissa is large then the 1bit called 11th bit is
fixed, which can be explicitly stored, if the mantissa is small
then only 10 bits are fixed, thus the 1 bit is called as a hidden
bit. These numbers are called as subnormal numbers.

2.3 Merits of New Floating Point Representation
 Area of the register and memory used for the particular operation is reduced.


Quantization noise level is very much negligible.



This new algorithm uses only 29 bits while the con-



MANTISSA BIT
Magnitude of numbers
Hidden integer

handle complex calculations.

2.4 Comparison table of 32 bit IEEE 754 (vs) New Algorithm
S.NO

It uses a common exponent for real and imaginary

components which reduces the size of the data word
indirectly by expanding mantissa/exponent without

enlarging the data word. This complex floating point
is based on following criteria


The real and imaginary component originate from the

1.
2.
3.

same source data which means there is a correlation
between their dynamic range and the amount of correlation mainly depends on input.


The fixed point DSP algorithm generally uses max
levels for real and imaginary components and the
scaling factor is same for both cases.

2.1 Performance factors for floating point processors
 The Dynamic range is increased (i.e) biggest numbers
can be accommodated within the memory space


The precision is increased with a correct value factor

IEEE 754 PRECISION
ALGORITHM
Factors
Total No.
of
Bits
used
Sign Bit
2
Exponent
10
Bit
Mantissa
20
Part
Total
32

NEW ALGORITHM
Factors
Sign
Exponent

Total No.
of
Bits
used
2
5

Mantissa Part

22

Total

29

From the table its very well understood that the proposed new
algorithm uses only 5 bits to hold their exponent and also it
relatively increases the space for mantissa part which is used
to hold 22 bits for complex computation, when the total bits
consumed is reduced by 1 bit compared with former which is
of 32 bit, the computation speed and the data transfer rate is
increased also it can be easily accommodated in the register
with better area efficient.

3. 1 - 16 bit IEEE 754 Implementation

of exponent and mantissa which directly boost the
degree of accuracy


The arithmetic module is comparatively bigger to
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EXPONENT BIT
0<E<255
e=E-127

2. COMPLEX FLOATING POINT


It is very much cost effective.

ventional method uses 32 bits for operation.

1.3 Representing of floating point numbers
SIGN BIT
0 – Positive
1 – Negative



Both real and imaginary components can be processed at the same time.
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The above shown is a basic structure of 16 bit IEEE 754 Representation with floating point algorithms. This representation is
for two variable functions, initially the two data sets with sign,
exponent and mantissa bits are fed into the IEEE float point
algorithm unit which converts the floating point to fixed point
with 2’s complement conversion, and then the two data bits
are added using an addition unit, finally the resultant is again
converted into floating point variable which gives the desired
output.

3.2 Floating to fixed point conversion point
4.3 Inference from Simulation Results
 It is shown that the data which are large enough
holds less space with the reduced bit size.


The above waveform shows a good data reliability in
data with good dynamic range which holds large data
for better integrity.



The space in the registers is increased to hold more
data bits with reduced bits computation.



The precision is increased in exponent and mantissa
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parts which also boost the degree of accuracy

CONCLUSION

Initially, the variable with sign and mantissa bit are fed to the
2’s complement block where the 2’s complement conversion is
done, then the exponent part is fed to a multiplexer unit and
the result is summed up with the 2’somplement output to derive the final output.

4. SIMULATION
4.1 IEEE 754 floating point implementation

This paper shows the new method for “Complex
floating point” representation which uses only 29bits to represents a complex value which is a 1 bit reduced format. The 29
bits has 5bits of exponent part which shares the real and imaginary parts. This new complex floating point is compared with
standard IEEE 754 representation which uses 32 bits for its
representation. The dynamic range and precision levels are
also compared with the standard format and indicated with a
good parameter which contributes the new parameter representation.
By implementing the new complex floating point algorithm in DSP Processor, user can get more intense on speed
and reliability with a better area efficient which consumes
smaller memory units at the expense of bigger logic and mirror quantization degradation.
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